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This paper is concerned with a fixed-size population of autonomous agents facing unknown,
possibly changing, environments. The motivation is to design an embodied evolutionary algorithm that can cope with the implicit fitness function hidden in the environment so as to
provide adaptation in the long run at the level of the population. The proposed algorithm,
termed mEDEA, is shown to be both efficient in unknown environments and robust to abrupt
and unpredicted changes in the environment. The emergence of consensus towards specific
behavioural strategies is examined, with a particular focus on algorithmic stability. Finally,
a real world implementation of the algorithm is decribed with a population of 20 real-world
e-puck robots.
Keywords: Evolutionary Robotics, Artificial Life, Open-ended Evolution, Swarm
Intelligence.
AMS Subject Classification: 68-99, 68T01, 68T40, 68W15, 68W25, 93C40

1.

Introduction

With the advent of reliable and powerful software and hardware at reasonable cost,
it is now possible to study the dynamics of large groups of autonomous agents
within various environments. Indeed, much work has already addressed the issue
of designing efficient adaptive behavioral strategies in populations of agents, with
very different approaches and motivations [6, 33]. One particularly interesting scenario is a population of robotic units that are immersed in a completely unknown
environment, yet still manage to survive, then moved into a different environment
requiring very different behavioural strategies. In this paper we are interested in
a fixed-size population of autonomous physical agents using local communication,
such as autonomous robots, facing unknown and/or dynamic environments. This
class of problems typically applies when the environment is unknown to the human
designer until the population of agents is actually made operational in the real situation [1], or whenever the environment is expected to change during operation
with no indication of when and how these changes will impact survival strategies.
The challenge is to design a distributed online optimisation algorithm addressing
agent self-adaptation in the long term, that is able to successfully manage an implicit pressure resulting from environmental properties and algorithmic constraints
with regard to the optimisation process. While the lack of explicit objective function is a major characteristic of the current problem setting, several ideas may
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be drawn from closely related fields. In particular, Reinforcement Learning in decentralised systems has been extensively studied and it is well known that such
problems are notoriously difficult (e.g. decentralised partially observable Markov
decision process are NEXP-complete [4]), and approximate solving methods stand
as the only pragmatic option. In this scope, direct policy search [20, 24, 37] is a
powerful alternative based on directly optimising policies (i.e. behavioural strategies) of agents. Moreover, Evolutionary Algorithms stand as a powerful tool for
direct policy search due to flexible representation and stochastic operators and
have been shown to be a competitive approach in the face of uncertainty and
partially observable tasks in large dimensions [31, 32]. However, traditional Evolutionary Robotics (ER) requires that evolutionary optimisation is performed before
the actual use of a solution, not during exploitation. The question is then how to
perform evolutionary optimisation on-line.
Embodied Evolution (EE), as proposed initially in [14], addresses part of this
question as it focuses on algorithms for evolutionary optimisation of agent behaviours in an on-line, possibly decentralised manner. To some extent, EE can be
seen as a specific flavour of online learning algorithm as the original motivation
is to embed evolutionary optimisation algorithms within the population of robotic
agents. In this setup, the problem of noisy evaluations due to the lack of control
over the initial conditions is explicitly addressed and the evolutionary algorithm
implementation resembles an island based model, where each robotic agent executes an onboard evolutionary algorithm, possibly exchanging genomes from one
agent to another whenever communication range permits. A few references have
explored this setup in the last ten years ([13, 34, 36, 39] among others), including
previous work from the authors [7, 26]. Unfortunately, EE requires an objective
function designed by the supervisor, which is unavailable by definition in the problem setting addressed in this paper. Indeed, the absence of an objective function
provides a significant challenge that has seldom been studied1 .
While concepts and methods from EE may be relevant, we can only assume
that maximising the integrity of the agent population as well as maintaining a
communication network for exchanging genomes are the basic requirements in the
present context. To this end, we propose a distributed algorithm for environmentdriven self-adaptation based on evolutionary operators that takes into account
selection pressure from the environment. The thinking behind this algorithm is to
consider the strategies as the atomic elements and the population of agents as a
distributed substrate on which strategies compete with one another. This approach
is better illustrated using the Selfish Gene metaphor [11]: one specific strategy (or
set of parameters, or genome) is “successful” if it manages to spread across the
population, which implicitly requires it to both minimise risk for its “vehicles”
(i.e. the autonomous agents) and maximise the number of mating opportunities,
although the two may be contradictory.
The overall motivation behind the work presented here is the study of general
evolutionary adaptation algorithms that can ultimately be implemented on real
robotic hardware. To this end, the main contribution of this paper is a novel distributed evolutionary adaptation algorithm for use in a population of autonomous
agents (section 2) and experimental validation with regards to robustness of the algorithm to unknown, and changing, environments, under realistic constraints (fixed
number of agents, limited sensors and actuators, etc.) (section 4). The dynamics
of evolutionary adaptation is also studied, with a particular emphasis on the emer1 With

the notable exception of works in the field of Artificial Life [2, 3, 18, 28, 30]. However, that research
area strongly differs in its core motivation to the work presented here as we ultimately aim towards
engineering solutions.
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gence of consensus around a given behavioural strategy (section 5). Lastly, the
implementation of the algorithm within a population of real robots illustrates a
practical implementation problem in section 6.

2.

Environment-driven Distributed Evolutionary Adaptation

As stated in the introduction, our objective is to design a distributed online evolutionary algorithm for a fixed population of autonomous physical agents (e.g. autonomous robots), that can cope with environmental constraints and learn to survive in the long term. It follows that the key to Environment-driven Distributed
Evolutionary Adaptation (EDEA) is the implicit nature of the fitness function.
However, this implicit fitness may be seen as the result of two possibly conflicting
motivations:
• extrinsic motivation: an agent must cope with environmental constraints in
order to maximise survival, which results solely from the interaction between the
agent and its environment (possibly including other agents);
• intrinsic motivation: a set of parameters (i.e. “genomes”) must spread across
the population to survive, in accordance with the algorithmic nature of the evolutionary process. Therefore, genomes are naturally biased towards producing
efficient mating behaviours as the larger the number of agents met, the greater
the opportunity to survive.
The level of correlation between these two motivations impacts problem complexity to a significant degree: a high correlation implies that the two motivations
may be treated as one while a low correlation implies conflicting objectives. An
efficient EDEA algorithm must address this trade-off between extrinsic and intrinsic motivations as the optimal genome should reach the point of equilibrium where
genome spread is maximum (e.g. looking for mating opportunities) with regards
to survival efficiency (e.g. ensuring energetic autonomy).
These questions have been extensively studied in the field of open-ended artificial
evolution with an emphasis on computational models of evolutionary dynamics [3],
including a particular focus on the effect of the environment on the evolutionary
adaptation process [15]. However, their application within Embodied Evolution is
still an open issue as EE is concerned with a fixed number of physically grounded
agents that are intended to operate in real world environments (e.g. subject to
obstacles, energy constraints, etc.).

2.1.

mEDEA: a Minimal EDEA algorithm

Based on these considerations, we introduce the mEDEA algorithm (“minimal
EDEA”), described in algorithm 1. This algorithm describes how evolution is handled on a local basis and the same algorithm is executed within all agents in the
population. The algorithm runs alongside a communication routine whose purpose
is to receive incoming genomes and store them in the Imported Genome List for
later use.
At a given moment a given agent is driven by a control program whose parameters are extracted from an “active” genome which remains unchanged for a
generation. This genome is continuously broadcast to all agents within (a limited)
communication range. This algorithm implements several simple but crucial features, that can be interpreted from the viewpoint of a traditional evolutionary
algorithm structure:
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Algorithm 1 The mEDEA algorithm
genome.randomInitialize()
while forever do
if genome.notEmpty() then
agent.load(genome)
end if
for iteration = 0 to lif etime do
if agent.energy > 0 and genome.notEmpty() then
agent.move()
broadcast(genome)
end if
end for
genome.empty()
if genomeList.size > 0 then
genome = applyVariation(selectrandom (genomeList))
end if
genomeList.empty()
end while

Selection operator: the selection operator is limited to simple random sampling
among the list of imported genomes, i.e. no selection pressure on a local individual
basis. In fact, selection pressure is active at the global level (population) rather than
at the local level (individual): the most widespread genomes on a global population
basis are more likely to be randomly sampled on average. Indeed the algorithm
benefits from large the population with many mating opportunities.
Variation operator: the variation operator is chosen to be rather conservative
to ensure continuity during the course of evolution. Generating altered copies of a
genome only makes sense if there is some continuity in the genome lineage: with no
variation the algorithm will simply converge on average towards the best genome
initially existing in the population. In the following, we assume a Gaussian random
mutation operator, inspired by Evolutionary Strategies [5], with which the locality
of mutation can be easily tuned through a σ parameter.
Replacement operator: lastly, replacement of the current active genome to
control a given agent is achieved by (1) local deletion of the active genome at the
end of one generation and (2) randomly selecting a new active genome among the
imported genome list (cf. selection operator). On a population level, this implies
that surviving genomes are likely to be correlated with efficient mating strategies,
as a given genome will only survive in the long run through more or less slightly
different copies of itself.
The positive or negative impact of environmental variability on genome performance is smoothed by the definition of the variation operator, as newly created
genomes are always more or less closely related to their parent. As a consequence,
genotypic traits result from a large number of parallel evaluations, both on the
spatial scale as closely related copies sharing the same ancestor may be evaluated
in a population, and on the temporal scale as any one genome is also strongly
related to its ancestors. Hence, a single genome may be picked by chance once in a
while, but it is highly unlikely that a “family” of closely related genomes manage
to survive in the population if there are more efficient competitors. Moreover, the
larger the population, the lower the sampling bias: in other words, better than
average genomes will get a better chance of surviving if the population is large.
A fundamental requirement for ensuring selection pressure is that there is a strict
constraint on the maximum number of genomes Ng to choose from during selection
with regards to the population size Np . Ng < Np − 1 must hold for at least one
agent (i.e. the received genome list should contain strictly less than all genomes
from the population minus the local genome). Otherwise, no selection pressure will
apply as genome survival probabilities would be uniform over the swarm. Then
again, this worst-case scenario does not necessarily imply failure of the algorithm:
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the lack of selection pressure implies random walk in the genotypic space thanks to
the variation operator (i.e. “random genetic drift” [16]), possibly leading to a new –
possibly more interesting – region of the genotypic space, at the cost of temporary
loss of selection pressure.

3.

Representation / Encoding the problem

Specifications for the autonomous agents are inspired by a traditional robot configuration, with 8 proximity sensors arranged around the agent body and 2 motor
outputs (translational and rotational speeds). Three additional sensory inputs are
considered: the angle and distance towards the nearest food item and the current
energy level. Each agent is controlled by a multi layer perceptron (MLP) with
5 hidden neurons, which means a total of 72 weights1 . Note that the mEDEA
algorithm is independent of any particular control architecture implementation,
even though Artificial Neural Networks provide a convenient, flexible and wellestablished representation formalism. Thus, in experiments, we will focus on the
dynamics of the mEDEA algorithm rather than providing in-depth analysis of the
particular internal properties of the evolved neural networks.
The variation operator is a Gaussian mutation with one σ parameter: a small
(resp. large) σ tends to produce similar (resp. different) offspring. This is a well
known scheme from Evolution Strategies where continuous values are solely mutated using parameterised Gaussian mutation, where the σ parameter may be either
fixed, updated according to pre-defined heuristics or evolved as part of the genome.
In the scope of this work we rely on self-adaptive mutation where σ is part of the
genome [5] (i.e. the full genome contains 73 real values).
As with other genome parameters, the σ value responds to environmental pressure: a genome survives in the population if it leads to efficient agent behaviour and
if it is able to produce comparable or fitter offspring. In some cases this requires a
fine tuning of existing genome parameters (i.e. local search), while in other cases
it requires very different genomes (i.e. escaping local optima).
The current implementation of the σ update rule is achieved by introducing α, a
σ update value, which is used to either decrease (σnew = σold ∗ (1 − α)) or increase
(σnew = σold ∗ (1 + α)) the value of σ whenever a genome is transmitted. In the
following, α is a predefined value set prior to the experiment so that it is possible
to switch from the largest (resp. smallest) σ value to the smallest (resp. largest)
in a minimum of approx. 9 (resp. 13) iterations (i.e. there is a bias towards local
search).

4.

Experiment ]1: Robustness to Environmental change

This section provides a description of the experimental setting and implementation
details. The motivation here is to design a setting such that it is possible to address several issues regarding evaluation and validation of the proposed algorithm.
In particular, the robustness of mEDEA to environmental pressure and sudden
environmental changes will be studied.

1 11

input neurons ; 5 hidden neurons ; 2 output neurons ; 1 bias neuron. The bias neuron value is fixed to
1.0 and projects onto all hidden and output neurons.
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4.1.

The problem: surviving in a dynamic unknown environment

Figure 1 shows the environment used for experiments: a 2D arena with obstacles,
possibly containing food items. The figure also illustrates 100 autonomous mobile
agents loosely based on the e-puck mobile robot specification. This environment is
used for two different experimental setups, described as follows:

Figure 1. Snapshot from the simulator with 100 agents. Food items are represented as circles. Agents are
represented with proximity sensor rays, modelled on the e-puck robot. Communication range is half the
range of proximity sensors.

(1) the “free-ride” setup
• Description: a population of autonomous mobile agents is placed in an
environment with few obstacles. As the agent’s active genome is automatically deleted at the end of the current generation, a robotic agent is
active in the next generation only if at least one new genome is available
(i.e. if the agent was able to meet with at least one other agent).
• Motivation: this setup makes it possible to evaluate the mechanisms of
the mEDEA algorithm as environmental pressure should be limited.
(2) the “energy” setup
• Description: energy resources (“food items”) are spread throughout the
environment and these can be harvested by the agents. Agents have an
energy level, which depends on harvested food items and power consumption. If the energy level reaches 0, the agent halts and the genome
is lost. Harvested food items only “grow” back after a given number of
iterations.
• Motivation: in this setup genomes also compete for agent resources but
have to deal with environmental pressure as maximising mating encounters may not be compatible with energy self-sustainability.
The full experimental setup considers starting with the “free-ride” setup, and
then abruptly switching to the “energy” setup after a pre-defined fixed number
of generations. Agents are of course unaware of such a change in the environment and continue to run the same unchanged mEDEA algorithm. The motivation
behind this sequential switch from one setup to another is to evaluate mEDEA
robustness to environment change, which is a desirable feature of all online learning/optimisation algorithms.
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Parameters for experiments.

Parameter

Value

arena width and length
“free-ride” setup duration
“energy” setup duration
lifetime (i.e. generation duration)
population size
proximity sensor range
radio broadcast signal
agent rotational velocity
agent translational velocity
genome length
variation operator
σminV alue
σmaxV alue
σinitialV alue
α (ie. σ update parameter)

1024 ∗ 530 pixels
75 generations
75 generations
400 steps per generation
100 agents
64 pixels
32 pixels
0.52 rad/s
2 pixels/step
79 real values (78 MLP weights + σ)
Gaussian mutation with σ parameter
0.01
0.5
0.1
0.35

Table 2.

Parameters for experiments - Specific to the “energy” setup.

“energy” setup only:
food items
food item diameter
food item regrow delay
energy per food item
agent energy consumption
agent maximum energy level
agent initial energy level

4.2.

2000
10 pixels
btw 400 and 4000 steps (see text)
100 energy units
1 energy unit per step
400 energy units
400 energy units

Experimental settings

The whole experiment lasts for 150 generations, switching from the “free-ride”
setup to the “energy” setup at generation 75. As said before, the energy level is
not used during the “free-ride” setup - the additional sensor values related to energy
points are thus useless in this setup, and may even be considered as distractions.
During the course of evolution some agents may come to a halt either because
they did not meet any other agents (in both setups), thus failing to import a new
genome for use in the next generation, or because they ran out of energy during the
“energy” setup (each agent can store a maximum of 400 energy units and consumes
1 unit/step, one generation lasts 400 steps, each harvested food item gives 100
units of energy). In the “free-ride” setup, the agents without a genome remain
still (or “inactive”, i.e. without genome), waiting for new genomes imported from
“active” agents that eventually come into contact1 . In the “energy” setup these
agents remain stationary until the end of the current generation after which they
are automatically refilled with enough energy for surviving through slightly more
than one generation. These agents remain inactive, and wait for a new imported
genome that may be used for the next generation. While the reviving procedure
makes it possible to avoid progressive extinction in the second setup, extinction is
nevertheless possible whenever all agents in the population fail to meet any other
agents during one generation, whatever the cause (bad exploratory or harvesting
strategies). Also, monitoring the number of active agents in a population provides a
reliable indicator of the performance of the algorithm as external intervention may
be viewed as one important cost to minimise (e.g. minimising human intervention
in a robotic setup). Detailed parameters used for the experiment presented in the
next section are given in tables 1 and 2.
In order to provide a challenging environment, the “energy” setup is designed so
1 Note

that the simulation begins with each agent containing a randomly initialised genome.
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that the number of food items in the environment depends on the actual number
of active agents. A food item grows back whenever harvested, but only after some
delay. If the number of active agents is less than half the population size, then
delayregrow is set to 400 steps. However, if the number of active agents is between
50 and 100, then the delay linearly increases from 400 steps (fast regrowing) to
4000 steps (slow regrowing, aggressive environment), as follows: delayregrow = 72 ∗
nbagents − 3200.
Clearly the smaller the population the easier it is to harvest enough food items
for survival. On the other hand, a 4000 steps regrow delay implies that a given food
item is available only once every ten generations, which gives a setup of the utmost
difficulty. A population of 80 altruistic agents (i.e. agents harvesting only what is
necessary) with perfect coordination (i.e. agents harvesting only when necessary)
would not even be able to fully survive in this environment with these parameters1 .
In the particular setup described here, switching from a possibly efficient population
of 100 agents from the “free-ride” setup to the “energy” setup will have a possibly
disastrous impact as the number of agents at the beginning of the second setup
implies longer regrow delays.
At this point it is important to note that the motivation behind this experimental setup is both to stress the population for further analysis as well as providing
a flexible and challenging experimental setting that could be re-used to evaluate
further versions and variations on the algorithm presented here. To this end, the
source code and parameters for all experiments presented here is available on-line
in the Evolutionary Robotics Database2 . On a practical viewpoint, one experiment
takes approx. 15 minutes to be performed using one core of a 2.4GHz Intel Core 2
Duo computer. The home-brew agent simulator is programmed in C++ and features basic robotic-inspired agent dynamics with friction-based collision (available
at: http://www.lri.fr/˜bredeche/roborobo).
4.3.

Results and Analysis

The lack of explicit objective function makes it difficult to compare performance
during the course of evolution. However, the number of active agents and the average number of imported genomes per generation give a good hint of how the
algorithm performs: it can be safely assumed that “efficient” genomes lead to few
deaths and many mating opportunities. Moreover, the number of food items harvested gives some indication in the “energy” setup. The four graphs in figure 2 give
a synthetic view of the results over 100 independent runs obtained with mEDEA on
the experimental scenario described in the previous section. These graphs compile
values of selected parameters, or “indicators”, over generations: number of active
agents, number of imported genomes per agent, energy balance per agent, and σ
mutation parameter values. Examples of randomly chosen runs, limited to tracking
the number of active agents, are given in figure 3 for further illustration.
In both setups, all indicators rise to reach stable average values and some conclusions can be drawn: firstly, both setups show an increase in both mating opportunities (number of imported genomes) and survival rate (number of active agents).
Secondly, switching setups initially leads to a drop of both indicators, followed by
a quick recovery through evolutionary adaptation due to the spread of one the few
1 Combining

the regrow delay update scheme with the equation relating the required number of food items
and population size leads to a quadratic equation with one positive solution. In this setup, the optimal
population size is strictly below 80 agents. However, this setup is very aggressive as soon as 50+ agents
are active.
2 Evolutionary Robotics Database: http://www.isir.fr/evorob db/
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Figure 2. Experimental results – the experiment starts with the “free-ride” setup from generation 0
to generation 75, then it switches to the “energy” setup until generation 150. Note that artefacts can
be explained by the initial setup conditions. Firstly, generation 0 starts with agents’ starting locations
drawn from a normal distribution (i.e. all agents are close to one another), which explains the initial slight
decrease in the number of active agents in the first generations (i.e. some agents quickly end up in deserted
areas). Secondly, generation 75 (i.e. first generation following the switch to the “energy” setup) considers
agents with an initial energy level of 500 units, which happens to be sufficient to enable survival of unfit
(i.e. food items harvesting is slower than energy loss), but lucky, genomes for a few generations.

surviving, yet fit, genomes facing few competitors. This interpretation is supported
by the increasing value of the energy balance which is a key element for the second
setup. It is notable that the energy balance stays around zero, which is sufficient
to guarantee agent survival. This is not a surprise as maximising harvesting may
imply a cost with regards to looking for mating partners. On the other hand, the
Gaussian mutation parameter is not really influenced by the change of environmental setups (except for a slight increase in maximum values) and remains close
to its minimal value (the σ update scheme is biased towards small values). While
the results may vary among runs, with a great difference between minimal and
maximal values for each indicator, values between the upper and lower quartiles
are remarkably close given the noise inherent in this kind of experiment. Indeed
complete extinctions were only observed after switching to the “energy” setup in
3 of the 100 runs (results not shown).
However, we must be very cautious with interpretation of these results. For example, the quality of the equilibrium between maximising mating opportunity and
coping with environmental constraints (i.e. avoiding walls, avoiding collisions with
other agents and harvesting) is difficult to estimate as such an equilibrium may
(and appears to) imply sub-optimal values for both related indicators. In fact all
interpretations provided so far rely on the assumption that values monitored in
the experiment are actually correlated with genome survival. In order to test this
assumption a new experimental setup is defined from the results obtained so far:
the post-mortem battle experiment (or battle experiment, for short). The battle
experiment is loosely inspired by competitive coevolution, where each individual
competes against a hall-of-fame of the best individuals from every past genera-
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Figure 3. Experimental results for some (randomly chosen) specific runs. Note the oscillations during the
“energy” setup – these oscillations are smoothed and shadowed in figure 2 because of the large number
of runs considered. The number of active agents oscillates around the stable solution for mEDEA in this
experiment (i.e. a larger population cannot survive in the environment, while a smaller population does
not exploit all available resources. Oscillations are due to food regrowing (see text for details).)
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generation

Figure 4. Genome battles on both setups ((1) free-ride setup ; (2) energy setup). Average success scores
for each generation – both histograms are the results of 1000+ battles. See text for details.

tion [29], so as to estimate the fitness rank of one individual within all possible
(or at least, all available) situations. For the current experiment, one “battle” is
achieved by randomly picking 10 generations from the same setup and extracting
one random genome from each of these generations. Then, each genome is copied
into ten different agents, resulting in 100 agents that are immersed in the same
setup they evolved in. Variation is turned off, and evolution is re-launched. After
100 generations of random selection and replacement the number of copies of each
genome is accounted for and used to compute a “survival score”. As an example,
one genome gets a maximal score if it succeeds in taking control of all the agents.
Average results over 1000 battles are given in figure 4. In both setups genomes from
later generations display better survival than early genomes. Moreover, battles on
the second setup show the population recovers very quickly following environmental change, possibly to stable but limited strategies as the number of active agents
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Figure 5. Typical examples of agents’ behavioural traces in the free-ride setup. The square symbol shows
the agent starting points. Agents are tested in environments with or without walls (i.e. black bars).

is far from the maximum. Also, these histograms lack the misleading artefacts observed in previous graphs regarding the early generations in both setups: genomes
from generation 0 do not benefit anymore from uniform sampling of starting location, and genomes from generation 75 start with the same initial energy level as
genomes from every other generation.
The efficiency of the algorithm is also confirmed by looking at the resulting
behavioural strategies. Examples of behaviours observed in both the free-ride and
energy setups are shown in figures 5 and 6, resulting from agents driven by genomes
obtained in the late generations of both setups. In the “free-ride” setup, genomes
tend to lead to rather conservative behaviours, with obstacle avoidance but limited
exploratory behaviour. On the other hand, genomes from the later generations of
the “energy” setup show a different behavioural pattern, favouring long distance
travel and some circling around. This is an efficient strategy to avoid being stuck in
a depleted area. Moreover, a closer look at trajectories (including, but not limited
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Figure 6. Typical examples of agents’ behavioural traces in the energy setup. The coloured traces account
for the current energy level of the agent (see legend). The square symbol shows the agent starting points.
Agents are tested in environments with or without walls.

to what is shown here) show that agents acquired the ability to drive towards
detected food items under certain conditions, such as favouring safe areas with few
obstacles whenever energy levels are low.

5.

Experiment ]2: Emergence of consensus

Results described in the previous section showed that the mEDEA algorithm is
able to perform environment-driven adaptation, and provide robustness to environmental change. However, it remains unclear as to how the whole population
acquires efficient behaviours and several questions remain open: does the whole
population converge to one specific “canonical” behaviour ? If not, how different
are the behaviours? Are there transient behaviours ? Is it possible for two sub-
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Figure 7. The “two-suns” setup: a population of agents is dropped into an empty environment where
a “sun” is present (the circle on the left of the image). Each agent gets information about its distance
and orientation with respect to the sun, but the sun itself gives no direct advantage whatsoever (e.g. no
energy). Every 50 generations, the current sun disappears and another sun appears at the opposite end of
the arena.

populations with different behaviours to co-exist (i.e. multiple stable attractors) ?
This section focuses on this problem: given a population of agents, each running
mEDEA, how are efficient behaviours acquired and how are they distributed across
the population. In practice, we study the emergence of consensus within a simple
arena, where a population of agents may choose to exploit, or not, singularities in
the environment (e.g. a particular element arbitrarily located in the environment).
5.1.

Problem and experimental setting: the “two-suns” setup

Figure 7 provides a snapshot of 80 agents within the arena, with a “sun” located
on the East side of the arena. The problem setting is closely related to the “freeride” setup described in the previous section: a population of autonomous agents
is placed in an empty arena, and there is no environmental constraint except the
pressure to avoid obstacles and wander around mating with one another. The sun
is an intangible object that provides no advantage whatsoever - i.e. there is no
energy in this setup. However, each agent is provided with two additional sensory
inputs giving the orientation (relative angle) and distance to the sun. Once in a
while (every 50 generations), the sun changes location from East to West (and
back).
The motivation for this setup is to provide an environment where several possible
behaviours are likely to emerge and might be observed. Indeed the sun may here be
considered either as a distraction and ignored, or as an environmental feature from
which to take advantage. Our hypothesis is that in the latter case we shall be able
to observe behaviours at the level of the population, with possibly one, or several,
emergent strategies. In fact we might expect that the sun will be considered as a
compass and thus used as a mating location by some agents, even though there
is no way for the agents to explicitly reach a consensus. Of course offspring of a
particular genome are likely to conserve a given mating strategy, resulting in a
more or less widespread consensus.
In order to evaluate the emergence of consensus two experimental parameters
have been taken into account: population size and range of radio communication.
Population size varies from 10 to 80 agents and radio communication takes three
possible values: r = 64, r = 32 (as in the previous section) and r = 161 , resulting in
1 As

a reminder, proximity sensor length is 64. Cf. snapshot in fig. 7 for interpretation.
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Table 3.

Various types of consensus.

towards sun
(fig. 10)

away from sun
(fig. 11)

double consensus
(fig. 12)

misc
(fig. 13)

extinction
(fig. 14)

59%

8%

3%

10%

20%

a total of 213 experimental settings. All experiments described in this section result
from 24 independent runs for each parameter setting (i.e. a total of (213∗24 =)5112
runs), performed on a cluster of PCs with two AMD Opteron dual-core 1.8GHz
processors running Ubuntu Linux. All other experimental parameters are similar
to those given in section 4.2 and the sun switches location every 50 generations
(either East or West of the arena).
5.2.

Results and Analysis

As a general overview, figure 8 tracks the impact of population size and radio communication settings on evolutionary adaptation. As expected, smaller populations
with short radio communication distance are more prone to extinction. On the
other hand, large populations produce a successful outcome which is independent
of the communication range. Figure 9 provides much more detail at the behavioural
level: each graph accounts for the final (i.e. the last step of the last generation)
positions of all agents from the 24 independent runs for each population size. Both
agents’ final orientation and distance to the centre of the arena are plotted. Distance and orientation are given with regards to an imaginary vector at the centre
of the arena (position (0,0)), facing North (i.e. upwards). Distance is normalised
between 0 (centre of the arena) and 100 (farthest possible location). As an example, (orientation=West, distance=80) corresponds to an agent standing near, but
not close to, the right border of the arena.
Graphs from figure 9 illustrate that in most experiments, the vast majority of
agents stand very close to the sun (west, far away from centre), and that the (few)
remaining agents are located in the region of the arena opposite the sun with a
preference for corners (either North-East-East or South-East-East, far away from
the centre). From these graphs, we can see that at least two kinds of consensus have
emerged: “towards sun” and “away from sun”. However, questions remain open
as to the existence of other kinds of consensus and/or the possibly simultaneous
occurrence of several types of consensus. These questions were addressed by taking
a closer look at the experiments from the qualitative viewpoint (i.e. hand analysis of
the logs) to identify the kind of consensus reached. Table 3 summarises the results.
Results shown in the table were aggregated by randomly sampling one run of each
parameter setting and qualitatively evaluating the outcome of the simulation by a
human expert.
The vast majority of all runs feature at least one consensus among the agents
(this was expected, as mentioned in section 5.1). There were remarkably few runs
where no clear consensus could be identified: even the “misc” class included either
transient behaviours shifting between different consensus or different kind of stable
consensus, such as following walls and ignoring the sun. Also, looking at larger
population sizes (i.e. ≥ 50 agents) results in observing an impressive 85% of the
runs ending up with a unique consensus “towards the sun” for all agents. This
tends to suggest that increasing population size introduces more stability in the
evolutionary dynamics. Regarding the problem at hand, this also hints that a
general agreement to go towards the sun is an efficient consensus - which can be
easily explained, as adopting this strategy is the best way for agents to meet at
a precise and robust location in the environment, thus maximising the genome’s
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Figure 8. Number of successful runs (out of 24, for each population size) for different values of radio
communication length (r = 16, r = 32 or r = 64). A run is successful whenever at least one agent is
still alive at the end of the last generation. In practice however, successful runs always feature healthy
population (ie. most agents are alive). These graphs illustrate an abrupt phase transition in the parameter
space (considering population size and radio communication length) before which agents do not survive
(ie. mating becomes too difficult).
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Figure 9. Tracking agents’ orientation and distance to the centre of the environment for different population sizes and experimental setups, in the final iteration of the experiment (i.e. snapshot of the last moment
of the experiment). Three different communication radii are considered. Graphs in the left column show
the orientations of agents with regards to the centre of the environment. Graphs in the right column show
agents’ distances to the centre of the environment. The three pairs of graphs correspond respectively to
experiments where the communication radius is set to 16 (first row), 32 (second row) and 64 (third row).
For each graph, darker regions in the graphs indicate the most commonly observed orientation/distance
w.r.t. the centre at the end of experiment (y-axis) for each population size parameter (x-axis) with a given
communication radius value (table rows) – this representation scheme is commonly known as a heat map.
Each row is the result of aggregation of 1704 independent runs.

chances of survival.

6.

Testing mEDEA in a Swarm of Real Robots

This section presents the implementation and trials of the mEDEA algorithm
running on real robot hardware. It stands both as an illustration of previous results
as well as a methodological milestone. One of the main challenges in Evolutionary
Robotics is to address the so called reality gap [19], i.e. going from simulation to the
real world. However, in this paper the methodological step is somewhat different as
our reality gap concerns the experimental validation of the process (the mEDEA
algorithm) while in traditional Evolutionary Robotics, the reality gap refers to the
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Figure 10. Example of consensus towards the sun (extracted from one run with popsize = 29, r = 32).
Distances vary between 0 (agent in the center of the environment) and 100 (agent in a corner).

Figure 11. Example of consensus towards the side opposite to the sun (extracted from one run with
popsize = 80, r = 32)

Figure 12. Example of several simultaneous consensus during one run (extracted from one run with
popsize = 30, r = 32)
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Figure 13. Example of a run where agents ignore the sun, except at the very end (extracted from one run
with popsize = 26, r = 32)

Figure 14. Example of run where the population faces extinction (extracted from one run with popsize =
24, r = 32). This is but one particular example of run leading to extinction and is displayed here for
illustration purpose. In this run, the agents were actually able to reach a consensus for some time. However,
the relatively low population and medium communication range created a context within which a series of
unsuccessful mutation (around generation 120) could not be recovered from and quickly lead to complete
extinction.

validation of solutions, i.e. evolved control architecture with a specific behaviour,
in the real world[27].
To provide experimental validation within a real robot setup, the mEDEA algorithm has been implemented within a population of e-puck mobile robots extended
with a Linux board, running at the Bristol Robotics Lab. In this section, the
robotic environment is described, as well as considerations regarding implementing
mEDEA in this context - a task which was surprisingly easy due to the nature of
the algorithm. Then, results from experimental trials are described and conclusions
drawn.

6.1.

Technical overview

Research on swarm robotics has gained much attention in recent decades as a novel
biologically-inspired approach to the coordination of large groups of relatively simple robots, following simple rules [9, 10, 12]. Generally, in order to carry out real
robot experiments in research labs we require a robot which is small, reliable and
inexpensive in order to minimise physical space and maintenance for running a
relatively large number (several tens) of robots. Traditionally research labs have
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designed and built their own robot platforms for swarm robotics research, such
as the Linuxbot [38], Alice [8], Jasmine [21] and Swarm-Bot [17]. There are also
a number of commercially available mobile robots suitable for swarm robotics research, such as the widely used Khepera II and III from K-Team, Lego Mindstorms
from the Lego company and Create from iRobot. However, the open-hardware epuck educational mobile robot developed at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL) has become very popular within the swarm robotics research
community within the last three years [25]. The e-puck combines small size – it is
about 7cm in diameter, 6cm tall and 660g weight – with a simple and hence reliable design1 . Despite its small size the e-puck is rich in sensors and input-output
devices.
The basic configuration e-puck is equipped with 8 Infra-Red (IR) proximity sensors, 3 microphones, 1 loudspeaker, 1 IR remote control receiver, a ring of 9 red
LEDs + 2 green body LEDs, 1 3D accelerometer and 1 CMOS camera. Bluetooth provides the facility for wirelessly uploading programs and general monitoring and debugging. All sensors and motors are processed and controlled with a
dsPIC30F6014A microprocessor from MicrochipTM . Extension sockets provide for
connecting additional sensors or actuators.
In order to ease the porting of our algorithm to real robots, we made use of
the Linux board for e-puck [23]. An embedded Linux system is installed on this
board as the primary operating system of the whole robot. Our algorithm is run on
this board, while the lower level sensor processing and motor control is executed
on the e-puck DSP. One of the key advantages is the introduction of the WiFi
into the system to provide fast and topologically flexible communication. This also
provides a convenient way for wirelessly accessing and controlling the robot. In
terms of productivity and ease of use, the board also allows us to use a wide range
of development tools in addition to the C/ASM language development environment.
The linux board for e-puck offers not only enhanced processing power, memory and
communications, but a powerful control architecture for the robot. For instance,
it provides flexibility in how programs may be compiled inside the robot natively
(instead of cross-compiled on PC), with standard Linux tools and frameworks,
including Player/Stage [35].

Figure 15. Left: e-puck Linux extension board with USB WiFi card (casing removed). Middle: An e-puck
with Linux board fitted in between the e-puck motherboard (lower) and the e-puck speaker board (upper).
Also note the yellow ‘hat’ which here serves three different functions: (1) it provides a matrix of pins for
the reflective spheres which allow the tracking system to identify and track each robot, and (2) it provides
a mounting for the USB WiFi card which slots in horizontally (the wires connecting to the WiFi card are
above the USB connector). Right: experimental swarm robotics arena with 10 Linux extended e-pucks.

Figure 15 illustrates the modified e-puck robot and its environment. The primary
function of the yellow ‘hat’ at the top of the robot is to allow us to mount reflective
1 The

open-hardware design can be found at http://www.e-puck.org
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markers for the visual tracking system, but additionally the USB WiFi card (with
its cover removed), is fitted into a slot on the underside of the hat.
Programming, initialising, starting and stopping experimental runs of a large
swarm of mobile robots, then monitoring and logging data from those runs, is
problematical if it has to be done manually. However, with the Linux extended
e-pucks and wireless networking, we have been able to set up a powerful infrastructure for programming, controlling and tracking swarm experiments much more
conveniently. Figure 16 illustrates the overall structure of the experimental infrastructure. Each e-puck robot is configured and identified with a static IP address.
They connect to the LAN through a wireless router and can be accessed from any
desktop computer connected to the network using the SSH protocol. A ‘swarm
lab server’ is configured as a central code repository and data logging pool for the
swarm of robots. The server also functions as a router to bridge the swarm’s wireless subnet and the local network. In addition, as there is no battery-backed real
time clock (RTC) on the extension board, the server may provide a time server for
synchronisation of the robots’ clocks and time stamping log data.

Figure 16. Experimental infrastructure for swarm robotics research based on the Linux extended e-puck.
The Swarm Lab Server provides a data logging capability that combines and time stamps position tracking
data collected by the ViconTM system with robot status and sensor data from the e-pucks via WiFi, into
a log file for post-analysis of experimental runs.

A visual tracking system from ViconTM1 provides high precision position tracking for robot experiments. This consists of four ViconTM MX400 cameras, one
ViconTM MX and one HP xw6600 workstation. Each robot is uniquely identified by
the visual tracking system from the pattern of reflective markers mounted on the
matrix pins of the yellow hat, as shown in Figure 15:center. The tracking system
is connected to the local network and broadcasts the real-time position of each
tracked robot through a standard TCP/IP port. We use the position tracking data
for logging and post-analysis of experimental runs.
6.2.

Implementing the two-suns experiment

In order to validate the mEDEA algorithm an experimental setting, strongly inspired by the two-suns setup described in section 5, was designed. A population of
up to 20 robots is placed in a 280 cm ∗ 230 cm empty arena. Limited-range communication is emulated by using a WiFi network combined with the ViconTM tracking
system. An additional object is introduced into the arena and is referred to the
sun: each robot in the simulation knows the sun’s relative orientation and distance
thanks to the ViconTM system. The experimenter may arbitrarily change the sun’s
location from time to time during the course of the experiment, switching the sun
1 http://www.vicon.com
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location from one end of the arena to the other. All experiments described in this
section lasted for at least 30 min, and at least 25 generations (each generation lasts
approx. 1 min and 10 sec, corresponding to 400 time steps – this time is sufficient
for a controller to cross the whole area, and therefore meet most of the robots).
The refresh rate for a robot controller is limited to 5 updates per second due to
various technical limitations of the setup (cf. section 6.4).
Moreover, a set of technical issues were addressed, and are listed here along with
their diagnosis and solution:
• Lack of selection pressure:
• diagnosis: given a small arena and few robots, it is likely that one robot can
meet all other robots. This would imply that selection pressure is eliminated
(see section 2.1).
• solution: when the maximum number of robots is known it is possible to
limit the number of genomes that can be imported within one agent so that
Ng < Np − 1 (with Ng the maximum size of the genome list size and Np the
population size). In this particular setup, the genome list is arbitrarily limited
to 17 for each robot, and is filled on a first-met-first-served basis to enforce
a pressure towards fast mating. Note that an extreme case would be to limit
the genome list size to 1, i.e. the first genome imported. However, the selection pressure would then be particularly aggressive, and may not be suitable
for the current experimental setting which is already prone to high variability
because of the small population.
• Slow convergence:
• diagnosis: because we are running physical robots in the real world, time becomes an expensive luxury.
• solution: the search space has been limited to a simple two-layer perceptron
with no hidden layer, in contrast with previous experiments. Moreover, a large
initial mutation rate is chosen. As few robots are available, large values of σ
should promote the discovery of new solutions. Thus σinit is set to 0.1, σmax
to 0.4 and σmin is fixed at 0.05.
• Risk of extinction due to small populations:
• diagnosis: as shown in section 5 small populations are more prone to extinction,
implying time consuming interventions from the human supervisor.
• solution: a restart procedure is introduced into the algorithm. Whenever a
robot stands inactive for 5 consecutive generations it simply picks a new
genome with random values. This simple feature thus makes it possible to
avoid extinction and perhaps start from more promising regions in the search
space.
• Lack of global synchronisation:
• diagnosis: generation count among robots cannot be synchronised on a global
basis, resulting in robots with genomes from different generations.
• solution: the mEDEA algorithm is naturally robust to asynchronous generation count as it does not provide any survival advantage for any genome1 .
6.3.

Results

An initial set of 21 experiments were conducted to explore the performance of
mEDEA under various parameter settings: number of robots (from 9 to 20), generation duration, mutation values, communication radius, etc. Results from these
1 As

a counter example, generation times do need to be equal across robots as longer generation times
would lead to more opportunities for a genome to spread.
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preliminary experiments lead to several important conclusions. Firstly, the population size was found to be the most critical parameter: switching from 9 to 20 robots
completely changed the observed outcome of the experiments as mEDEA clearly
benefits from larger populations (cf. section 5). Secondly, the communication radius was also identified as a key parameter: small radii (10 cm) implied versatile
populations, with rare convergence towards specific behaviours while larger radii
(20 cm or more) more often led to the emergence of more stable consensus within
the population.
A practical conclusion is that the small number of robots available can at least
be partially compensated by a larger communication radius. Indeed, experiments
with a population of 20 robots and a communication radius of 10 cm would not
result in more than 17 active robots at the same time while extending the radius to
20 cm regularly led to the whole population of robots being active at the same time.
On the other hand, a population of 20 robots still remains relatively small with
regards to experiments performed in simulation (see previous sections). A direct
consequence is that in all experiments consensus were occasionally lost, switching
from one kind of consensus (e.g. following the sun) to another (e.g. ignoring the
sun).
Following these preliminary experiments, 8 experimentswith 20 robots based on
similar parameters were performed using the experimental settings described in
section 6.2. Each experiment lasted from 30 to 45 min depending on the energy
consumption. The sun was moved after approx. 25 minutes and emergence of consensus was studied both from camera recordings and experimental data recorded
using the ViconTM tracking system as well as the internal data logs recorded by
each robot. A video summarising the main results from these experiments is publicly available1 . A detailed analysis of the experiment shown in this video (one of
the 8 experiments with similar settings) is provided, using 19 robots2 . Figure 17
illustrates both the emergence of consensus to go towards the sun (above) and the
effect of changing the sun location (below). Detailed analysis is provided both as
an illustration and an in-depth study of the internal dynamics of the algorithm
during the course of the experiment.

Figure 17. Illustration from the experiment described in the text. Above: emergence of consensus to go
towards the sun. Below: impact of changing the sun location (caption 2 shows the human changing the
sun location) and convergence of the robots to the new location.

The following issues are considered: the emergence of consensus over time, the
number of active robots during the run, and robustness to environment changes.
Figure 18 gives the number of active robots during the course of the experiment.
Figure 19 tracks the distance between each robot and the sun and is represented
1 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ilRGcJN2nA
2 one

(last checked: december 1st, 2010)
robot was removed due to technical failure in a previous experiment.
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as a density map (or “heat map”, i.e. darker regions indicate the most represented
distance value). Darker regions close to zero indicate that robots stand close to
the sun, and are likely to be a good indication of the occurrence of sun-follower
genomes in the population. Lastly, figure 20 features the weights (i.e. gene values)
of the neural links connecting the sun-orientation and sun-distance sensor values
to the motor rotational value of each robot (later referred to as sun-orientation
gene and sun-distance gene). The weight of the sun-orientation sensor input is
particularly interesting as it provides a good indication of the possible correlation
between the sun position and the robot behaviour, even though the exact nature of
the correlation may be difficult to guess a priori (since motor outputs also depend
on other values including sensors and NN weights).
From these data, it is possible to analyse the course of the experiment:
• t=[0sec,400sec] : 14 to 18 robots (fig. 18) are active and a consensus to go towards
the sun is emerging, while not exclusive (the dark region near 0 in fig. 19);
• t=[400sec,800sec]: The consensus is suddenly lost at t=400sec (possibly because
too few robots were involved). This can be observed in both fig. 18) and fig. 19.
The number of active robots drops to 8 and we can also observe that the genotypic signature shown in fig. 20 does indeed change with the disappearance of
sun-orientation gene values around 0.
• t=[800sec,1400sec]: the number of active robots increases to the maximum of 19
robots, and is correlated with most robots being located near the sun (fig. 19),
possibly implying an even stronger consensus than before. Moreover, this remains
stable over time until the sun location is changed at t=1400sec.
• t=[1400sec,2000sec]: Shortly after changing the sun location, the number of active robots suffers from a short decrease (to 14 robots) followed a quick recovery
(to 18 robots). This suggests good robustness in the population, an inference
which is reinforced by looking at the two other figures: the robots slowly converge
back to the sun and the genotypic signature remains unchanged. We can also observe that sun-follower genomes are likely to be correlated with sun-orientation
gene values close to zero (but positive).
The 7 other experiments with similar settings provided comparable results. All
the runs displayed the emergence of various types of consensus as well as occasional
time periods in which no consensus could be identified. Also, changing the sun location had an important impact during experiments, with the vast majority of robots
adopting the same “go towards the sun” consensus. This can be explained by the
fact that sun-follower genomes spread while their robot hosts were moving towards
the sun. The following general conclusions can be drawn from these experiments:
• The robot restart procedure is mostly used in the initial generations, which
implies the population becomes self-sustaining (i.e. there are enough encounters
between robots to avoid requiring the restart procedure);
• The largest number of simultaneously active robots was obtained with a population of sun-followers (from 15 to 19 active robots having reached a consensus
to go towards the sun).
• Changing the sun location had different effects depending on the existence (or
non-existence) of consensus in a population. Populations of robots ignoring the
sun did not suffer from such a change, while sun-follower populations first suffered
(ie. some agents are lost and stop) from the sun changing location followed by a
quick recovery.
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Figure 18. Number of active robots during the course of a selected experiment. Small bars correspond to
one of the robots restarting. The high bar corresponds to the sun location changing event.
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Figure 19. Distance of the robots to the sun at every time step during the course of a selected experiment.
Darker regions imply more robots are located at this particular distance from the sun. The high bar
corresponds to the sun location changing event.

6.4.

Discussion of the reality gap

Implementation and trials of the mEDEA algorithm within a population of
robots reveals a number of technical issues unfamiliar to experiments in simulation. Together, they comprise the reality gap between simulation and real world
experiments[19]. These issues are articulated as follows:
• Proximity sensors are unreliable: the low quality of the infra-red sensors makes
it very difficult to detect obstacles and/or other robots (with a binary positive
response only for distances under 1cm). Also the e-puck body is more or less
transparent, making it almost invisible in some cases. Adding a coloured plastic
skirt to the robots only partly solves the problem as the proximity sensors are
occasionally blinded by the skirt. As a consequence, the proximity sensors can
be disregarded because of their unreliability.
• Colliding robots are regularly unable to send/receive genomes to their neighbours. This is due to our particular setup where local communication is emulated
using the ViconTM system for computing the local communication network based
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Figure 20. Tracking the values for each robot at each generation of genes related to the sun orientation:
NN weights connecting the sun’s orientation to (a) agent rotational speed (“sun-orientation gene”) and (b)
agent translation speed (“sun-distance gene”). The high bar corresponds to sun location changing event.

on distance between robots. While this approach was originally motivated by the
lack of local robot-robot communication, it ended up as quite a problem as robots
could not participate in the evolutionary adaptation process during collisions. In
practice robots were occasionally lost from the emulated communication network
but always recovered when moving away from one another.
• On-board processing is slow: the combination of on-board computation with
limited hardware and the particular setup for emulating local communication has
a negative impact on speed of execution. In fact 5 updates/sec was observed, with
often asynchronous updates of sun distance and orientation from the tracking
system (i.e. out-of-date information).
Two conclusions can be drawn from these issues. Firstly, simulation and real
world experiments do differ, as expected. Secondly, however, results from the experiments showed that mEDEA is remarkably robust to the reality gap, as it
manages to deal with all of the issues outlined above and still demonstrate interesting behaviour that manages to survive in the environment. As a matter of fact,
the most critical issue from these experiments in the real world is the small population size, whose importance was already discussed in section 5 as it impacts the
stability of the algorithm (larger populations display more stable behaviours). In
the present context, the negative effect of a small population was counter-balanced
by adding a restart mechanism and relying on a large enough communication range
(i.e. 15 to 20cm).

7.

Conclusions and Perspectives

This paper has explored the viability of environment-driven distributed evolutionary adaptation in a population of autonomous agents. We have presented the
mEDEA algorithm, a particular flavour of Embodied Evolution, tailored to address evolutionary adaptation with implicit fitness. The mEDEA algorithm has
been evaluated and demonstrated to be (1) efficient with regards to providing
distributed evolutionary adaptation in unknown environments and (2) robust to
unpredicted changes in the environment. We have also studied the emergence of
consensus within an evolving population of agents. Large populations were shown
to converge to stable, mostly unique, behavioural strategies, while smaller popula-
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tions, i.e. facing similar environmental conditions with fewer resources, occasionally
displayed dissimilar strategies co-existing at the same time.
The mEDEA algorithm is light-weight and may be considered suitable for implementation within hardware/software setups with limited computation such as
robotic agents. Indeed experiments with real robots have illustrated the applicability of the algorithm to hardware implementation, and displayed remarkably good
behaviour in far from ideal experimental conditions (as one would expect from real
robots).
Many future perspectives may be considered from this point onward and some
are already under investigation. In particular, surviving in aggressive environments
requires more complex behavioural patterns, such as self-organisation and coordination. Secondly, and sharing similar concerns, previous work in collective intelligence and reinforcement learning have already stressed the issue of the priceof-anarchy [40], i.e. the cost of efficient selfish behaviour with regards to global
population welfare. Then again, solving this issue remains an open problem especially if there is no explicit objective function to decompose. Thirdly, the work
presented here targets and is limited to providing reliable survival strategies. However, our motivating claim is that one should first aim at a reliable, surviving
population before then considering optimisation against a pre-defined objective
function. Within Evolutionary Robotics similar ideas have been defended in recent years: goal-oriented optimisation is often better served by objectives that are
loosely related to the goal (e.g. maximising diversity [22]), while objective functions with an extensive goal description often lead to deceiving fitness landscapes
and poor results. From this perspective, the research reported in this paper can
be seen as addressing the first part of the trade-off between achieving survival (i.e.
maintaining communication among the population) and optimizing goal-oriented
behaviours (as specified by the supervisor before runtime).
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